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Abstract
We show that there are nonisomorphic ordered sets P and Q that have the same maximal and
minimal decks and a rank k such that there is a map B from the elements of rank k in P to the
elements of rank k in Q such that P \ {x} is isomorphic to Q \ {B(x)} for all x of rank k in P.
The examples are preceded by a criterion as to when two nonisomorphic ordered sets will have
a rank k and a map B as above.
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1. Introduction
The reconstruction problem for ordered sets asks (just like its graph theoretical coun-
terpart) if it is possible to reconstruct ordered sets from their collection (“deck”) of
unlabelled one-point-deleted subsets (“cards”). For a comprehensive survey of order
reconstruction, cf. [5]. For a general introduction, cf. [9].
The structure of ordered sets (unlike the structure of graphs) allows for the distinction
of some sub-collections of cards, which were hoped to bear enough structure to e>ect
reconstruction without resorting to the full deck. One such sub-collection is the deck
of maximal cards (cards obtained by removing maximal elements). It was asked in
[7] if it was su@cient to allow reconstruction of ordered sets just from this “maximal
deck”. This question was answered negatively with an example in [2]. Yet, parallel
to this example, maximal cards were used to prove new, strong reconstruction results
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in [3] and thereafter for example in [4,6,8] and recently in [11]. This sequence of
events certainly could raise the hope that the examples in [2] are an aberration (until
recently all examples of nonisomorphic sets with equal maximal decks were based on
[2]). Maybe more information, such as having the maximal deck and the minimal deck
(which is of course obtained by removing minimal elements) would be strong enough
to allow reconstruction? Again, this hope was dashed in recent examples (cf. [10])
which show that there can be families of 2
n
4 pairwise nonisomorphic ordered sets of
size n that have the same maximal and the same minimal decks. Thus not only are the
maximal and minimal deck not su@cient to allow reconstruction, but this information
still allows for an exponential ambiguity! (All previous examples were pairs.)
If one chooses to exclude extremal (that is, maximal or minimal) cards, the situation
is not much better. Property 74 in [5] says ordered sets are not reconstructible from
their decks of nonextremal cards. (The example is a pair of sets of height 2, so it is
not a trivial example of height 1 that has no nonextremal cards.) This knowledge, plus
the above, induce the question of how much “mixed” information may be su@cient
for reconstruction (if the reconstruction conjecture is true at all). Maybe a sequence
of examples in which more and more (types of) cards are isomorphic without the sets
being isomorphic can lead to a counterexample for ordered set reconstruction.
In the other direction (after all, the common conjecture is that the reconstruction
problem has a positive answer) it has to be said that the examples in [10] were also
(just as with [2,3]) accompanied by the discovery of strong reconstruction criteria (cf.
[11]). These criteria allowed progress on the reconstruction of ordered sets of width 3
(a surprisingly challenging problem). It appears to the author that an interplay between
examples and reconstruction criteria could lead to a resolution of the reconstruction
problem.
In this paper we elucidate this possible interplay by Mrst proving a reconstruction
result from cards obtained by removing points of a given Mxed rank (cf. Proposition
2.4) and subsequently giving an example that shows that ordered sets are not recon-
structible even from the maximal deck plus the minimal deck plus the cards obtained
by removing the (nonextremal) elements of a given rank k (cf. Lemma 3.3 and The-
orem 5.3). The reconstruction criterion shows some properties that a counterexample
to the reconstruction conjecture must have. These properties naturally inform the con-
struction of the examples that follow. (On the positive side, enough such criteria may
allow the assumption, that reconstruction from the deck is not possible, to lead us to
a contradiction.)
While there is a deMnite connection to [10], the examples presented here do not
supersede those presented in [10]. The formal overlap with [10] is merely the deMnition
of the sets P’ in Section 4 plus the general structure of the sets in Section 5. Details
regarding the relation between the examples here and in [10] are given in Remark 5.6
near the end.
Throughout the paper, we shall use standard order-theoretical language such as for
example used in [3]. In fact, the informal deMnition that was given for the reconstruction
problem as well as the various decks can be considered su@cient to start reading this
paper, since DeMnition 2.3 deMnes marked rank k decks from scratch and Lemma 3.3
formulates the main examples unambiguously.
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2. Sets with isomorphic nonmaximal cards of the same rank
In this section we prove some properties of nonisomorphic ordered sets such that
the decks obtained by removing elements of a given Mxed rank k are equal. We shall
prove these properties under the assumption that two other reconstructible parameters
(the isomorphism types of the set of elements of rank ¿ k and the set of elements
of rank 6 k) are also equal. Moreover, we will assume that the elements that are of
rank ¿k are identiMable on the cards. These assumptions make for a reasonably strong
condition that points the way to constructing examples.
Denition 2.1. Let P be a Mnite ordered set. The rank of an element x is the length
of the longest chain from x to a minimal element. For k ∈N we deMne
Pk := {x∈P: rank(x) = k};
Pk↑ := {x∈P: rank(x)¿ k};
Pk↓ := {x∈P: rank(x)6 k}:
Lemma 2.2. Let P be an ordered set. Then
1. For all k ¿ 0 the isomorphism type of Pk↑ is reconstructible,
2. If the maximal card C = P \ {m} is reconstructible, then for all k ¡ rankP(m) the
isomorphism type of Pk↓ is reconstructible.
Proof. For 1 let K be a minimal card as reconstructed in the dual of Theorem 6.3 in
[3]. Obtain Q from K by attaching a new minimal element below all of the elements
of K that are not minimal in P. Then for all k ¿ 0 we have that Pk↑ is isomorphic to
Qk↑.
For 2 let C = P \ {m} be a reconstructible maximal card. Then by Corollary 4.5 in
[8] we can identify the isomorphism type of ↓ m and hence the rank of m in P. For
all k ¡ rankP(m) the set Pk↓ is isomorphic to Ck↓.
Denition 2.3. Let P be a Mnite ordered set and let k ∈N. A marked rank k card is
a pair (C; ) of a card C = P \ {x} obtained by removal of a point x of rank k, and
a function  :C → {k; no} such that (x) = k i> the rank of x in P is k. ( marks the
elements of “actual rank k” on C.)
Two marked rank k cards (C; ) and (K; ) are said to be isomorphic i> there is an
isomorphism  :C → K such that  = , that is,  maps elements of C that have
rank k in P to elements of K that have rank k in P.
The marked rank k deck of P is the collection of unlabelled marked rank k cards
(P \ {x}; x) of P. Two ordered sets P and P∗ are said to have equal marked rank k
decks i> there is a c :P → P∗ such that for all x∈Pk we have that (P \ {x}; x) is
isomorphic (in the above sense) to (P∗ \ {c(x)}; ∗c(x)).
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The idea of marking elements whose rank was not changed by the removal of
an element undoubtedly goes back to Theorem 6.3 in [3], where a maximal card is
reconstructed and the maximal elements of the card that are not maximal in P are
identiMed. While this type of marking cannot be obtained automatically from the card
(and is indeed quite hard to obtain even for maximal cards as shown at the end of
[11]), it is often available (cf. Remark 2.6). Recall that x is a lower cover of y i>
x¡y and for all z with x6 z6y we have z ∈{x; y}.
Proposition 2.4. Let P and P∗ be nonisomorphic <nite ordered sets and let k ∈N be
such that
1. Exactly one of the following holds
(a) For all x; y∈P, if rankP(x)¡k and rankP(y)¿k, then x is not a lower
cover of y and the corresponding statement holds true for P∗, or
(b) For all x; y∈P, if rankP(x)¡k and rankP(y)¿k, then x¡y and the cor-
responding statement holds true for P∗,
2. Pk↑ is isomorphic to P∗k↑ via 
↑,
3. Pk↓ is isomorphic to P∗k↓ via 
↓,
4. The marked rank k decks of P and P∗ are equal.
Then,
1. ↑|Pk = ↓|Pk ,
2. There is no automorphism  of Pk↓ such that |Pk = (↓|Pk )−1↑|Pk ,
3. There is no automorphism  of Pk↑ such that |Pk = (↑|Pk )−1↓|Pk ,
4. One of the following applies
(a) Pk↑ has two distinct minimal cards Pk↑\{d} and Pk↑\{p} which are isomor-
phic, the isomorphism maps minimal elements of Pk↑ to minimal elements
of Pk↑, and Pk↑ has no isomorphism that transposes d and p and <xes all
other minimal elements of Pk↑, or
(b) Pk↓ has two distinct maximal cards Pk↓ \ {d} and Pk↓ \ {p} which are
isomorphic, the isomorphism maps maximal elements of Pk↓ to maximal
elements of Pk↓, and Pk↓ has no isomorphism that transposes d and p and
<xes all other maximal elements of Pk↓.
Proof. To see 1 we claim that ↑|Pk =↓|Pk would imply that P is isomorphic to P∗
via the map
f(x) =
{
↑(x); if rank(x)¿k;
↓(x); if rank(x)6 k:
It is clear that f :P → P∗ is bijective and that x¡y i> f(x)¡f(y) in case
rank(y)6 k or rank(x)¿ k. We are done if we can prove x¡y i> f(x)¡f(y) in
the remaining case rank(x)¡k and rank(y)¿k. In case part 1b of the hypothesis
holds, there is nothing to prove since x¡y and f(x)¡f(y) both hold true. In case
part 1a of the hypothesis holds, we have x¡y i> there is a z of rank k with x¡ z¡y
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i> there is a z of rank k so that f(x) = ↓(x)¡↓(z) = ↑(z)¡↑(y) = f(y) i>
there is a z∗ of rank k so that f(x)¡z∗¡f(y) i> f(x)¡f(y).
Hence ↑|Pk = ↓|Pk . Moreover, if there was an automorphism  of Pk↓ such that
|Pk =(↓|Pk )−1↑|Pk , then ↓|Pk =↑|Pk and P and P∗ would be isomorphic. Thus
2 and dually 3 must hold.
To prove 4, Mx a map c :Pk → P∗k such that for all d∈Pk the marked rank k
card (P \ {d}; d) is isomorphic to the marked rank k card (P∗ \ {c(d)}; ∗c(d)) via the
isomorphism d. We can assume that ↑ is such that the total number of elements
d∈Pk with ↑(d) = c(d) is maximal. Dually we can assume that ↓ is such that the
total number of elements d∈Pk with ↓(d) = c(d) is maximal. Since ↑|Pk = ↓|Pk ,
there must be a d∈Pk such that ↑(d) = c(d) or ↓(d) = c(d).
Suppose without loss of generality that ↑(d) = c(d). Let p := (↑)−1(c(d)) = d.
Then Pk↑\{p} is isomorphic to Pk↑\{d} and the isomorphism (which is −1d ↑|Pk↑\{p})
maps elements of rank ¿k to elements of rank ¿k. (In the other case ↓(d) = c(d)
the fact that the points of rank ¿k in P are identiMable on the cards also assures
that no elements of rank ¿k slip into the argument.) If there was an automorphism 
of Pk↑ that transposes d and p and Mxes all other minimal elements of Pk↑, then we
could replace ↑ with ↑, contradicting the choice of ↑.
Proposition 2.4 shows how an example of two nonisomorphic ordered sets with
isomorphic rank k decks must look. Note how prominently properties of maximal and
minimal cards (this time of subsets) are featured.
To construct an example it should be easiest to start with a set Q that has only
two maximal elements such that both maximal cards are isomorphic. IdentiMcation of
the maximal elements of this set with the minimal elements of its dual (there are two
ways to do this) leads to sets that satisfy most of condition 4 in the conclusion of
Proposition 2.4. The other conditions are achieved most easily by assuring the set Q
is rigid.
The above is exactly the idea for the following example and the more elaborate
examples in the following sections.
Example 2.5. Fig. 1 shows two nonisomorphic ordered sets P and Q such that
1. P3↑ is isomorphic to Q3↑,
2. P3↓ is isomorphic to Q3↓,
3. The marked rank 3 decks of P and Q are equal.
The above example complements Property 74 in [5] which says that ordered sets
are not reconstructible from their decks of nonextremal cards. The example in Prop-
erty 74 does not satisfy part 2, which is something ordered sets with the same decks
must satisfy (and which is satisMed here). Though the sets in our example do not
have the same decks of cards obtained by removing nonextremal elements, we in-
fer that even for ordered sets of width 3, equal rank 3 decks plus two apparently
strong conditions on upper and lower parts of the set are not su@cient for recon-
struction. In particular we can infer that the reconstruction of ordered sets of width 3,
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Fig. 1. The sets P and Q for Example 2.5.
started in [11], will not be easily completed by using nonextremal cards of a given
rank.
This example also shows that the conditions of Proposition 2.4 will not yield su@-
cient conditions for nonreconstructibility from the rank k deck. To see this, erase the
two adjacencies between elements of ranks 2 and 4 in each set. The resulting two
sets do not have equal marked rank k decks any more, but all other conditions in the
hypothesis and in the conclusion of Proposition 2.4 are satisMed.
Remark 2.6. From [1] we know that most ordered sets are of height 2, satisfy the
hypothesis 1b of Proposition 2.4 with k=1 and are such that P1↑; P1↓ and the marked
rank 1 decks are reconstructible. Thus, there should be a way to use the above to prove
that almost all ordered sets are reconstructible.
It is natural to ask if there is a criterion similar to Proposition 2.4 for ordered sets
that do not satisfy hypothesis 1 of Proposition 2.4. The following observations, which
are proved entirely analogously to the corresponding parts of Proposition 2.4, give a
positive answer, though the condition is weaker and more technical.
Denition 2.7. For rank(x)¡k and rank(y)¿k call (x; y) a k-skipping pair i> x is
a lower cover of y.
Remark 2.8. From the (reconstructible, cf. [8, Proposition 4.3]) deck of maximal ide-
als, it is possible to recognize if P has a k-skipping pair and a pair (x′; y′) such that
rank(x′)¡k and rank(y′)¿k and x′  y′.
Proposition 2.9. Let P and P∗ be nonisomorphic <nite ordered sets and let k ∈N be
such that
1. There are x; y∈P such that (x; y) is a k-skipping pair and there are x′; y′ ∈P such
that rank(x′)¡k and rank(y′)¿k and x′  y′, and the corresponding statement
holds true for P∗,
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2. Pk↑ is isomorphic to P∗k↑ via 
↑,
3. Pk↓ is isomorphic to P∗k↓ via 
↓,
Then,
1. ↑|Pk = ↓|Pk , or there is a k-skipping pair (x; y) so that (↓(x); ↑(y)) is not
a k-skipping pair, or there is a pair (x; y) with rank(x)¡k and rank(y)¿k and
x  y, so that (↓(x); ↑(y)) is a k-skipping pair,
2. There is no automorphism  of Pk↓ such that |Pk = (↓|Pk )−1↑|Pk , and such
that (x; y) is a k-skipping pair i> (↓(x); ↑(y)) is a k-skipping pair,
3. There is no automorphism  of Pk↑ such that |Pk = (↑|Pk )−1↓|Pk , and such
that (x; y) is a k-skipping pair i> (↓(x); ↑(y)) is a k-skipping pair.
Conditions that also include equal marked rank k decks above appear to be very
technical.
3. Structure of the examples
We are now ready to formalize the remarks made before Example 2.5. In this
section we prove some results that determine the overall structure of the examples
of nonisomorphic ordered sets with equal maximal, minimal and rank k decks that
we will construct. It is notable that the sets are nearly series decomposable. Since
series decomposable ordered sets are reconstructible from their minimal and maximal
decks, this shows that even small adjustments can have great impact on reconstruction
results.
The sets needed to turn the structure into an explicit example will be given in
Section 5.
Denition 3.1. Let Q be a rigid ordered set with exactly two maximal elements d and
p. Furthermore, let d and p have the same rank. Let Q′ be the dual ordered set of
Q with corresponding elements labeled with primes. DeMne the ordered set s(Q) (the
“stack”) as the disjoint union of Q and Q′ with the following modiMcations.
1. The points d and d′ are identiMed into one point (call it d˜),
2. The points p and p′ are identiMed into one point (call it p˜),
3. Comparabilities are added so that for all x∈Q\{d; p} ⊂ s(Q) and y∈Q′\{d′; p′} ⊂
s(Q) we have x¡y.
DeMne the ordered set t(Q) (the “twisted stack”) as the disjoint union of Q and Q′
with the following modiMcations.
1. The points p and d′ are identiMed into one point (call it d˜),
2. The points d and p′ are identiMed into one point (call it p˜),
3. Comparabilities are added so that for all x∈Q\{d; p} ⊂ t(Q) and y∈Q′\{d′; p′} ⊂
t(Q) we have x¡y.
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Lemma 3.2. Ordered sets s(Q) and t(Q) as de<ned in De<nition 3.1 are not isomor-
phic to each other.
Proof. Suppose  : s(Q)→ t(Q) was an isomorphism. Then [ ↑ d˜∪ ↑ p˜]= ↑ d˜∪ ↑ p˜,
which is an ordered set isomorphic to Q′. Since Q′ is rigid, there is only one such
isomorphism. Therefore, we must have that (d˜) = d˜ and (p˜) = p˜. However, then
|↓d˜∪↓p˜ is an automorphism of Q that maps d (identiMed into d˜ in s(Q)) to p (identi-
Med into d˜ in t(Q)) and p (identiMed into p˜ in s(Q)) to d (identiMed into p˜ in t(Q)).
Since Q is rigid, this is a contradiction and s(Q) and t(Q) are not isomorphic.
Lemma 3.3. Let Q be an ordered set such that
1. Q is rigid,
2. Q has exactly two maximal elements d and p,
3. d and p have the same rank,
4. Q \ {p} is isomorphic to Q \ {d} via the isomorphism d,
5. Q has two minimal elements a and b,
6. Q \ {a} has an automorphism awith a(p) = d and a(d) = p,
7. Q \ {b} has an automorphism b with b(p) = d and b(d) = p.
Then s(Q) and t(Q) are not isomorphic, but the cards
s(Q) \ {a}; s(Q) \ {b}; s(Q) \ {d˜}; s(Q) \ {p˜}; s(Q) \ {a′}; s(Q) \ {b′}
are isomorphic (in this order) to the cards
t(Q) \ {a}; t(Q) \ {b}; t(Q) \ {d˜}; t(Q) \ {p˜}; t(Q) \ {a′}; t(Q) \ {b′}:
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 the sets s(Q) and t(Q) are not isomorphic.
To show that s(Q) \ {p˜} is isomorphic to t(Q) \ {p˜} we claim that
f(x) :=


x if x∈Q′ \ {d′; p′};
d˜ if x = d˜;
d(x) if x∈Q \ {d; p}
is an isomorphism. First note that f clearly is a bijection and x¡y i> f(x)¡f(y)
in case x∈{d˜} ∪Q′ \ {d′; p′} and in case y∈{d˜} ∪Q \ {d; p}. In the remaining case
we have x∈Q \ {d; p} ⊂ s(Q) and y∈Q′ \ {d′; p′} ⊂ s(Q). By deMnition of f we
also have f(x)∈Q\{d; p} ⊂ t(Q) and f(y)∈Q′\{d′; p′} ⊂ t(Q). Thus by DeMnition
3.1 we have x¡y and f(x)¡f(y) which proves that for all choices of x; y we have
x¡y i> f(x)¡f(y).
The proof that s(Q) \ {d˜} is isomorphic to t(Q) \ {d˜} is analogous to the above.
To show that s(Q) \ {a} is isomorphic to t(Q) \ {a} we claim that
f(x) :=
{
x if x∈{d˜; p˜} ∪ Q′ \ {d′; p′};
a(x) if x∈Q \ {d; p; a};
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is an isomorphism. Again it is clear that f is bijective and that x¡y i> f(x)¡f(y)
in case x∈{d˜; p˜} ∪Q′ \ {d′; p′} and in case y∈{d˜; p˜} ∪Q \ {d; p; a}. The remaining
case is x∈Q \ {d; p; a} ⊂ s(Q) and y∈Q′ \ {d′; p′} ⊂ s(Q), which is again trivial.
The proof that s(Q) \ {b} is isomorphic to t(Q) \ {b} is analogous to the above.
To see that s(Q) \ {a′} is isomorphic to t(Q) \ {a′}, note that s(Q) and t(Q) are
both self-dual sets with the order-reversing isomorphisms mapping the primed elements
to their corresponding unprimed counterparts and vice versa. Thus, the above already
shows that s(Q) \ {a′} is isomorphic to t(Q) \ {a′} and that s(Q) \ {b′} is isomorphic
to t(Q) \ {b′}.
Remark 3.4. A result such as Lemma 3.3 can also be proved for sets with more than
two minimal elements. We would just need to require that every minimal card satisMes
a condition such as condition 6. The author has not found any such sets. Yet it seems
likely such sets exist.
Remark 3.5. Note that if we also require that
• d(d)=p, (which in fact must hold, since d is the unique element of largest possible
rank in Q \ {p} and p is the unique element of largest possible rank in Q \ {d}),
• a(b) = b, and
• b(a) = a.
Then,
• The isomorphisms between the rank k cards map elements that are not of rank k in
s(Q) to elements that are not of rank k in t(Q),
• The isomorphisms between the minimal cards map elements that are not minimal in
s(Q) to elements that are not minimal in t(Q),
• The isomorphisms between the maximal cards map elements that are not maximal
in s(Q) to elements that are not maximal in t(Q).
That is, the respective marked cards are also isomorphic to each other.
4. A construction borrowed from [10]
To show that there are ordered sets as needed in Lemma 3.3, we need to borrow a
certain type of set from [10]. These sets are introduced in this section.
Denition 4.1. Let n∈N. For k = 1; : : : ; n let Fk;n be the fence
c¡ t1; k ¿b1; k ¡ t2; k ¿ · · ·¡tn−1; k ¿bn−1; k ¡ tn;k :
Then for i = j we have Fi;n ∩ Fj;n = {c}. DeMne Cn (the carrier) to be the union of
the ordered sets Fk;n. The order of Cn is the union of the orders of the Fk;n without
any further comparabilities added. The fence Fk;n will also be called the kth branch of
the carrier set.
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Fig. 2. Birds-eye view of the set P’ \ {d; p} with ’(x) = x + 1 (mod 4). The larger solid circles are
the maximal elements of the fences Fi;4, the smaller ones are the minimal elements. The circled maximal
elements are the maximal elements that are not below d. The boxed maximal elements are the maximal
elements that are not below p.
Let ’: {1; : : : ; n} → {1; : : : ; n} be a permutation without Mxed points. DeMne the
ordered set P’ (also cf. Fig. 2) as follows.
1. Add two elements d (the domain marker) and p (the permutation marker) to Cn,
2. The lower bounds of d are all elements of Cn except the ti; i for i∈{1; : : : ; n},
3. The lower bounds of p are all elements of Cn except the t’(i); i for i∈{1; : : : ; n}.
Note that the sets P’ \ {p} and P’ \ {d} are isomorphic. The unique isomorphism
between them maps Fk;n to F’−1(k); n.
Denition 4.2. For n even and two bijections ": {1; : : : ; n2} → { n2 + 1; : : : ; n} and
!: { n2 + 1; : : : ; n} → {1; : : : ; n2} we deMne
("⊕ !)(x) :=
{
"(x) if x6 n2 ;
!(x) if x¿ n2 :
5. Sets with the same maximal and minimal decks plus some equal nonextremal cards
We can now use the sets introduced in Section 4 to show that there are ordered
sets as needed in Lemma 3.3. The construction is similar to the Mnal construction
in [10].
First we need to prove some new properties of the sets P’.
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Lemma 5.1. Let ’ be a permutation on n elements. Then P’ has an automorphism
f such that f(d) = p and f(p) = d i> ’= ’−1.
Moreover, if the above is not the case, then P’ is rigid. If the above is the case,
P’ has exactly two automorphisms.
Proof. First consider the direction “⇐”. If ’= ’−1, then we claim that
f(x) :=


p if x = d;
d if x = p;
c if x = c;
ti;’−1( j) if x = ti; j ;
bi;’−1( j) if x = bi; j ;
is an automorphism. It is clear that f is bijective and that x¡y i> f(x)¡f(y)
when x; y ∈ {d; p}. What remains is the case y∈{d; p} and x ∈ {d; p}. If y = d,
then x¡d i> x = ti; i for all i i> f(x) = ti;’−1(i) for all i i> f(x) = t’( j); j for all j i>
f(x)¡p= f(d). If y = p, then x¡p i> x = t’(i); i for all i i> f(x) = t’(i);’−1(i) for
all i i> f(x) = t’(i);’(i) for all i i> f(x)¡d= f(p).
For the direction “⇒”, assume that f :P’ → P’ is an automorphism with f(d)=p
and f(p) = d. Since f is an automorphism we have that for each i there is a j
such that f[Fi;n] = Fj;n. Now for Mxed i we have that f(ti; i) is the unique ti; j that is
not below p = f(d). This implies j = ’−1(i) and that f[Fi;n] = F’−1(i); n. Therefore,
f(t’(i); i)= t’(i);’−1(i) for all i and it must be the unique element of F’−1(i); n that is not
below d= f(p), which is t’−1(i);’−1(i). This implies that ’(i) = ’−1(i) for all i.
To prove the “Moreover” part, assume that ’ = ’−1 and let f :P’ → P’ be an
automorphism. By the above we have f(d)=d and f(p)=p. This means that f(ti; i)
must be ti; i, which implies f[Fi;n] = Fi;n. We conclude that f = idP’ .
Finally assume ’= ’−1. It is easy to see that the image of d (d or p) determines
the images of the ti; i (ti; i or ti;’−1(i)), which means that every automorphism of P’ is
determined by its restriction to {d; p}.
Lemma 5.2. If ’ = ’−1, then there is a unique isomorphism from P’ to P’−1 . This
isomorphism maps d to p and p to d. Moreover, it maps Fk;n to F’(k); n.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 it is clear that if such an isomorphism exists, then it must be
unique. The reader now easily veriMes that f :P’ → P’−1 deMned by
f(x) :=


d if x = p;
p if x = d;
ti;’( j) if x = ti; j ;
bi;’( j) if x = bi; j ;
is an isomorphism as speciMed.
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Fig. 3. A set Q for Theorem 5.3.
With these lemmas at hand we can now tackle the main construction.
Theorem 5.3. There are nonisomorphic ordered sets that have
1. Equal maximal decks,
2. Equal minimal decks,
3. A rank k that does not contain any extremal elements and yet the rank k decks
are equal.
Proof. We will show that there are ordered sets Q as needed in Lemma 3.3. Let n
be even and let " : {1; : : : ; n2} → { n2 + 1; : : : ; n} and ! : { n2 + 1; : : : ; n} → {1; : : : ; n2} be
bijections that are not inverses of each other. Note that ("⊕ !)−1 = !−1 ⊕ "−1.
DeMne the set T as follows.
1. Let Q1"⊕!, Q
2
"⊕!, Q
1
!−1⊕"−1 , and Q
2
!−1⊕"−1 be disjoint ordered sets such that for
i∈{1;−1} and j∈{1; 2} the ordered set Qj("⊕!)i is isomorphic to P("⊕!)i via the
isomorphism i;j :Q
j
("⊕!)i → P("⊕!)i ,
2. Obtain T from the disjoint sum of Q1"⊕!, Q
2
"⊕!, Q
1
!−1⊕"−1 , and Q
2
!−1⊕"−1 by
(a) Identifying the elements that the respective isomorphisms map to d into one
element (call this element d, too),
(b) Identifying the elements that the respective isomorphisms map to p into one
element (call this element p, too).
Obtain the set Q from T by attaching two new minimal elements a and b to T as
follows. (Also cf. Fig. 3.)
1. The element a is below
(a) all elements of Q2"⊕! and Q
2
!−1⊕"−1 ,
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(b) the elements −11;1(bi; j) of Q
1
"⊕!, with j6
n
2 ,
(c) the elements −1−1;1(bi; j) of Q
1
!−1⊕"−1 , with j¿
n
2 ,
(d) all inverse images of the center point c of the carrier sets.
2. The element b is below
(a) all elements of Q2"⊕! and Q
1
!−1⊕"−1 ,
(b) the elements −11;1(bi; j) of Q
1
"⊕!, with j¿
n
2 ,
(c) the elements −1−1;2(bi; j) of Q
2
!−1⊕"−1 , with j6
n
2 ,
(d) all inverse images of the center point c of the carrier sets.
Also add all comparabilities dictated by transitivity.
To see that Q is rigid, let f :Q → Q be an automorphism. Then we must have
f[{d; p}] = {d; p}, f[{a; b}] = {a; b} and for each i∈{−1; 1} and j∈{1; 2} there are
i′ ∈{−1; 1} and j′ ∈{1; 2} such that f[Qj("⊕!)i ] = Qj
′
("⊕!)i′ .
Since Q2"⊕! is the only one of the Q
j
("⊕!)i that is above a and b, we must have that
f[Q2"⊕!] = Q
2
"⊕!. Since " = !−1 we have that " ⊕ ! = !−1 ⊕ "−1 = (" ⊕ !)−1. By
Lemma 5.1 this means that f(d) = d and f(p) = p and then f|Q2"⊕! = idQ2"⊕! .
Similar to the above we must have f[Q1"⊕!]=Q
1
"⊕! (this is the only set Q
j
"i⊕!i that
is not completely above either a or b). We conclude f|Q1"⊕!=idQ1"⊕! , which furthermore
implies f(a) = a and f(b) = b.
Now f[Q1!−1⊕"−1 ] = Q
1
!−1⊕"−1 (the only set Q
j
("⊕!)i that is completely above b
and not completely above a) and f[Q2!−1⊕"−1 ] = Q
2
!−1⊕"−1 (the only set Q
j
("⊕!)i that
is completely above a and not completely above b). As above we conclude that f
restricted to these sets is the identity, which concludes our proof that Q is rigid, since
it shows f = idQ.
To see that Q \ {p} is isomorphic to Q \ {d}, note that f :Q \ {p} → Q \ {d}
deMned to be
1. f(d) = p; f(a) = b; f(b) = a,
2. On Qi"⊕! \ {d; p} the restriction to Qi"⊕! \ {d; p} of the unique isomorphism from
Qi"⊕! \ {p} to Qi"⊕! \ {d},
3. On Qi!−1⊕"−1 \{d; p} the restriction to Qi!−1⊕"−1 \{d; p} of the unique isomorphism
from Qi!−1⊕"−1 \ {p} to Q(i+1)mod 2!−1⊕"−1 \ {d},
is an isomorphism.
To see that Q \ {a} has an automorphism f that maps d to p and p to d, note that
f :Q \ {a} → Q \ {a} deMned to be
1. f(d) = p; f(p) = d; f(b) = b,
2. On Qj("⊕!)i \ {d; p} the restriction to Qj("⊕!)i \ {d; p} of the unique isomorphism
from Qj("⊕!)i to Q
( j+1)mod 2
("⊕!)−i that maps d to p and p to d,
is an isomorphism.
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To see that Q \ {b} has an automorphism f that maps d to p and p to d, note that
f :Q \ {b} → Q \ {b} deMned to be
1. f(d) = p; f(p) = d; f(a) = a,
2. On Qj("⊕!)i \ {d; p} the restriction to Qj("⊕!)i \ {d; p} of the unique isomorphism
from Qj("⊕!)i to Q
j
("⊕!)−i that maps d to p and p to d,
is an isomorphism.
Scholium 5.4. There are nonisomorphic ordered sets that have
1. Equal maximal decks on which for each card the nonmaximal elements of P are
marked,
2. Equal minimal decks on which for each card the nonminimal elements of P are
marked,
3. A rank k that does not contain any extremal elements and such that the marked
rank k decks are equal.
Proof. Note that the isomorphisms constructed in the proof of Theorem 5.3 satisfy the
additional assumptions mentioned in Remark 3.5.
Remark 5.5. The sets constructed here have height 6. Examples of greater height are
easily constructed by replacing all edges, say, from rank 1 to rank 2 in Q, with chains
of equal length.
Remark 5.6. The examples presented here do not supersede the examples in [10]. The
author was unable to construct families with more than two nonisomorphic ordered sets
and all sets having the same minimal, maximal and rank k decks. The author was also
unable to construct such sets with more than two elements in the respective levels. To
see that the constructions in [10] do not apply here, notice the following.
To construct a large family of ordered sets that have equal maximal, minimal and
rank k decks, we could take copies of di>erent sets s(Qi) and t(Qi) (with Qi not
isomorphic to Qj for j = i) and for I ∈{1; 2}n obtain PI by gluing PQ1I1 ; : : : ; P
Qn
In
together by identifying maximal, minimal and rank k elements in some fashion (just
as in Scholium 4.4 of [10]) where PQjIj is isomorphic to s(Qj) if Ij = 1 and to t(Qj)
if Ij = 2.
This idea however does not lead to ordered sets with the desired properties. Assume
for example that we identify all the d˜ into a new d˜ and all the p˜ into a new p˜. Let PI
and PJ be distinct sets obtained as above. If there is one index i for which Ii=Ji, then
we must have (using the notation of Proposition 2.4) that k↓(d˜)= d˜ and k↓(p˜)= p˜.
If there is another index j for which Ij = Jj, then we must have that k↓(d˜) = p˜ and
k↓(p˜) = d˜. Since both cannot happen at once, the construction does not lead to 2n
sets with equal marked maximal decks, but at best to 2n−1 unrelated pairs of sets with
equal maximal decks.
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Other ways to glue are dismissed similarly. The idea to construct sets with more
than two maximal and minimal elements and equal maximal and minimal decks (cf.
Remark 4.6 in [10]) also depends on a gluing construction as above. Thus it is also
presently not possible to easily extend the new construction to sets with more than two
maximal, minimal and rank k elements.
Added in proof. Several months after the submission of this paper the author found a
way to construct pairs of nonisomorphic ordered sets of arbitrary height ¿ 5 for which
all but two ranks produce equal decks. (These two ranks still contain more than 95%
of the points of the sets. However, the result shows that most likely information on
all ranks is needed to e>ect reconstruction.) The construction uses the results of this
paper as a basis. It will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
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